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With the new season already upon us, we have a variety of courses and clinics already completed 

and planned for 2019-2020.  Our registration has been low for a few of the JO judging courses 

but this is mainly due to the fact that all optional level judges had to take courses last year and so 

do not need a course this year.   
 

In terms of continuing professional education (CPE) for our judges the WJC is happy to announce 

we will be bringing in Laurie Moore, a USAG judge to lead a full day clinic for our JO 8+ judges 

on November 30.  She will also be doing a session for coaches on December 1.  Other CPE 

clinics the WJC will be hosting this year include: head judge course, Judges Conduct and 

preparation course (led by one of our Alberta Brevets), JO updates and several other mini clinics 

throughout the year.  If there is applicable content, we would be more than happy to invite coaches 

to attend this year as well.  
 

With regard to our working groups, we are starting our second year with our Mentorship group - 

we have had positive feedback from our judges in regard to the activities and guidance provided.  

The WJC is also encouraging coaches to reach out to our CJO working group if they have any 

questions regarding skills, deductions, routine composition, etc.  Our CPE working group, beyond 

what was mentioned previously, will develop mini CPE clinics and online activities as needs arise 

throughout the year.   
 

For our Brevets, we just wanted to remind coaches and clubs with high performance (HP) athletes 

that if you are planning on travelling please let the WJC know or Carolyn so we can offer the 

opportunity to the Brevets to travel with the club to international meets.  
 

The WJC would also like to encourage clubs to reach out to judges for club visits.  Our three 

brevet candidates are working toward 20 hours of mentorship and some in house judging 

opportunities of HP athletes would be appreciated.  Beyond just our brevet candidates, club visits 

are an excellent opportunity for our judges to work on their skills and work with coaches, so we 

can all better the gymnastics and gymnastics environment within Alberta.   
 

At the WJA, we will be electing three new individuals to fill positions open on the WJC: Brevet 

Representative, National Representative, and Compulsory Provincial Representative.  We want 

to say a big thank-you to Katy Younger, Candice Shannon, and Deanna Critchley for their service 

and commitment to Alberta Judging Committee the past several years!  As the new WJC 

committee meets, we will also be appointing new members to the CJO and CPE working groups.  
 

In summary, the WJC is looking forward to the new year and hopes to continue to build a strong 

and positive judging community and improve the relationship between coaches and judges.  
 

Respectfully Submitted, 
 

Sarah Hornig (Alberta WAG WJC Chair)  


